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Regis University's

Highlander
Volume 97, Issue 3

Shelby Wieman, Section Editor: News
Jen Samano, Staff Writer
olorado voters showed their
disapproval for hydraulic fracturing
practices last month. Tuesday, Nov. Sth,
citizens in Broomfield, Fort Collins,
Boulder, and Lafayette voted to either ban
or impose a five-year moratorium on the
process of fracking in their communities.

C

The complex situation has many different
sides, but the most prominent voices come
from the oil and gas companies and the
anti-fracking organizations. While many
Colorado lawmakers support this process
of hydraulic fracturing-or the use of
chemical-laced water to fracture rock as a
means of gaining access to natural gasthe results of this election show many
of the state's communities aren 't so sure
about it.
Some of the main arguments against
fracking deal with possible health risks
to the people who live in communities
near wells. Claims are mostly made about
water contamination, but air quality is
another issue brought up among groups
against fracking.

But Shane Davis, a driving force behind
Citizens for a Healthy Fort Collins and
creator of Fractivist.com saw this election
as more than local politics.
"This is not an anti-fracking fight
anymore; it's a civil rights movement to
protect ourselves from the oil and gas
industry's federal exemptions," Davis
said. "Mobilizing people around our
civil rights that have been taken away
and the health of the environment and the
commun.ity members is key."
With 56 percent of the vote, the city
of Fort Collins was decided in their
opposition to fracking.
Giddens said, "Now is the time to get
down to business to figure out how this
is affecting the health and safety of our
community so we can figure out whether
or how to allow it here."
Water contamination and air quality are
often brought up in the argument against
fracking practices. These risks have

from Anadarko Petroleum Corporation,
believes many people don't fully
understand the fracking process, which
is why they're opposed to it. "The
moratoriums and just the outright bans
in the Fort Collins example, I think, the
main thing to me is it shows that from the
public perception we haven't done a very
good job of educating the public of what
the process is," he said.
However, Giddens would disagree. She
said, "I was driving through fracking
every single day. I had no idea, you know,
and so I was alarmed immediately because
I started reading about fracking ... and so
it sort of became a mission, as a mom,
to protect the health and safety of the
citizens of Fort Collins."
While there are many claims out there
about water contamination, flammable
faucets, and the negative physical effects
from the practice of fracking, Eberhard
trusts the history of fracking, which he
says speaks for itself.

Those on the other side of the argument
believe that fracking is a relatively cheap
way for the United States to produce
energy. Tt allows the country to increase
its independence from foreign oil sources
while also producing a cleaner alternative
to coal.

"There was more excitement for this than
there was the pres1dent1al election. It was
easier to recruit people for th1s effort than
it was for past political races that I' ve
been in," Giddens said.

Jackson replied, "There is evidence
that it can certainly affect them, but I'm
not aware of any proven case where
the fracking process itself affected
water, although there are investigations
ongoing."
Davis, on the other hand, would
completely disagree with Eberhard's and
Jackson's statement. Living himself i~
a home surrounded by 75 wells, Davis
says he experienced many side effects
that he attributes to fracking such as
severe bloody noses, headaches and
gastrointestinal problems. He says, "I'm
completely against it [fracking]; it cannot
be made safe therefore they have the
federal exemptions so they can get away
from all these things and costs that they
would have to incur. I'm completely
against it; once the moratorium is up I'm
going to change that."
The disposal of wastewater and the threat
of water supply contamination represent
two of the most significant concerns
associated with the hydraulic fracturing
process-concerns which are exacerbated
in desert climates like Colorado.
The Bureau of Land Management found
that 60 percent of frack.ing fluids go
into waste injection wells. 20 percent
evaporate from the site, and 20 percent are
discharged as usable surface water.

Citizens for a Healthy Fort Collins
began in June of 2013 as a pro-health
organization who wants to impose a fiveyear moratorium on fracking. The group
earned a victory in this election.
Kelly Giddens, Campaign Organizer for
Citizens for a Healthy Fort Collins, noted
the enthusiasm that surrounded the effort.

In 2011, during a bearing with the U.S.
House Oversight and Government
Reform Committee Jackson answered
this question: "Is there any evidence that
hydraulic fracturing, however, can affect
aquifers and water supplies?"

Wikipedia

the ability to lead to other more severe
problems like sensory, respiratory, or
neurological damage. This, of course, is
based on the assumption that chemicals
used in the fracking process are at risk to
be released into local water sources and
into the air.
Mike Eberhard, Completions Manager

He said, 'There's not been a cohesive
study on th1s because there's a body of
evidence that says we've never seen
a problem. The EPA (Environmental
Protection Agency) has investigated
and they haven' t found a problem. Lisa
Jackson, the head of the EPA, came out
and said 'we have not found it to be a
problem. It's not contaminating aquifers."'

According to the Organization of
Resource Council's 2013 report,
Colorado. Wyoming, Montana and North
Dakota [racking operations together use
7 billion gallons of water. Yet in 2010
Colorado State regulators reported that
fracking operations accounted for 0.08
percent of total water consumed, which
helps support industry arguments that
fracking is a low hazard and low toxicity
technique, and therefore green means

of energy extraction, as the majority of
the process is just plain water. However,
environmentalist warn that the hydraulic
cycle results in an almost entire loss of
water, as the fracking process requires
the mix of chemicals, water and sandinevitably contaminating the bulk of the
water that is used.
Either way, the fracking boom makes
water sources for localities an even more
valuable commodity. In 20 II Greeley
alone sold over 500 million gallons
of water to oil and gas companies for
hydro-fracking. In July 2012 Aurora City
Council leased 2.5 billion gallons of water
to Anadarko Petroleum for $9.5 million
(to be paid over five years). The price of
water per acre has been on the steady rise
since 20 I 0. Yet even before the November
2013 county moratoriums, Loveland, Fort
Collins, and Boulder voted to bar the sales
of water for fracking.
EPA and state regulation are designed
to protect aquifers from contamination.
A 2012 ProPublica investigation
found EPA exemptions allow fracking
in aquifer places if the aquifers are
deemed too remote, dirty, or deep to
provide affordable drinking water. The
report found that the EPA's regional
Rocky Mountain office granted I, I 00
exemptions, including areas that provide
drinking water to the Denver metro area.
A dozen of these exemptions pose the
possibility of becoming drinking water
without testing.

In 1948, the General Assembly created
the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation
Committee (COGCC) as a means to both
promote and regulate industry growth
throughout the state. A 2012 Earthworks
report found inadequacies in COGCC
regulatory enforcement. The report cited
inconsistency in assessment, reports,
and tracking. It also found that fines for
violations are inadequate or don't provide
enough financial incentive to stop repeat
offenses if issued in the first place.
But In January 2013 COGCC instituted
the Statewide Groundwater Baseline
Sampling and Monitoring rule which
requires four water samples to be taken

from within half a mile of sites both
before and within 72 months after
drilling and injection commence. This is
the first state rule that requires both pre
and post sampling, which gives hope to
both environmentalists and locals who
fear water supply contamination. If the
COGCC continues this trend of making
responsive amendments to policies, the
public might begin to have confidence in
COGCC as an effective regulatory body
and mitigator.
These competing viewpoints ignite an
important discussion about whether
or not fracking is safe, and how much
that matters in the face of possible
independence from foreign oil and the
opportunity of spurring our national
economy. Do we choose a safer
environment or economic growth? Maybe
we don't have to.
While community organizers celebrate
what they view as a grassroots triumph
over the deep pockets of industry, in
reality the fight is just getting started.
Longmont's 2012 fracking moratorium
has led to lawsuits, a conundrum that isn't
an anomaly but rather a template for what
Broomfield, Boulder, Fort Collins, and
Lafayette will most likely face in the near
future.
The legal battle can be understood in two
dueling realms: surface versus subsurface
property rights and local versus state
governing authority.
Like all Western states Colorado has
split or severed estate lands. This means
that the government recognizes separate
ownership of surface and subsurface
lands--each with their own associated
rights. Fracking requires the acquiescence
of subsurface lands through mineral
rights, permits, and leases. Accessing
these resources requires the use of surface
lands.
Colorado has a high number of home-rule
cities meaning that a town, city, or county
is self-governing with limited exceptions.
In 1992 the Colorado Supreme Court
made it illegal for any local government
to outright ban drilling in an effort to
promote the state as an energy-producing

---------------------------------

economy and to help mitigate differences
between surface and subsurface ownership
interests.
Al992 ruling concluded that in the case
of drilling the COGCC has ultimate
preemptive rule. Because fracking
requires drilling, the COGCC and COGA
say that fracking bans are illegal.
In other words, lawsuits against Boulder,
Broomfield, Fort Collins and Lafayette are
sure to ensue.
So who has preemptive rights?
Energy companies and the state argue
that the COGCC has state authonzed
jurisdiction concerning fracking rules
and regulations, including things like
water testing, meaning that it would be
illegal for a town to have regulations
that are above or below that of the state.
However, municipalities say either way
they still reserve the right to control land
use despite COGCC's role as a state
regulatory body.
The question of whether Boulder,
Broomfield, Fort Collins, and Lafayette
are exercising their rights as local
governments or violating state legislature
is sure to take center stage in courts.
Ostensibly, these state and local
government issues are an especially sticky
issue.
On one hand, if every municipality was
completely self-governed the state would
fall apart. Furthermore, lack of uniform
regulations could mean that environmental
regulations could completely disappear.
However, proponents of these
moratoriums, from environmentalists
to farmers, say that the Jack of a
general consensus on the health and
environmental impacts of the hydraulic
fracturing process justifies moratoriums
and should therefore be viewed as legal or
at least left alone by the state for the time
being.
Moreover, the mission of the COGCC has
not always aligned with that of surface
owning citizens. The COGCC was

established not as a mitigator between
surface and subsurface property owners
nor as a body to regulate fracking but
as a committee to promote oil and gas
exploration and development as well as
to protect the rights of mineral owners,
as stated by their own mission. Yet oil
and gas companies can easily argue that
there are more committees and legislature
designed to protect the interests and rights
of surface owners in the first place.
Given the consideration that there's no
way to undo the effects of fracking,
citizens in Boulder, Broomfield,
Fort Collins, and Lafayette say their
votes repre ent the voices of the very
communities which will be most directly,
and irreversibly, affected.
With multiple sides to this situation, there
may not be a simple right and wrong side.
These two competing points of view have
been thoroughly debated in recent years
as the practice of hydraulic fracturing has
affected more and more people across the
country.
Though there are many negatives
associated with fracking, Eberhard says
many of those claims are supported by
faulty information. He says, "There's a
lot of sensationalism and I think one of
the problems is that we have in conveying
our side of the story is that we're always
combating it and it's always a 'he said
she said' type of thing. The science is out
there . .. but science is boring to a lot of
people. So pictures of faucets flaring are a
lot more exciting."
Though there may be benefits to hydraulic
fracturing, many still aren't convinced it
is right for their communities. Giddens
said, "If this goes wrong, if they're wrong
and this is bad for our community, which
we suspect it is, then we don't get a
second chance. The contamination's going
to be permanent, the health effects are
permanent, and how much is one human
life worth? Can you really put a dollar
amount on one human life?"

Strutt

--------,----------------------------~~~~~

What To Kliow About Weed
Kendra Tyboroski, Section Editor: Arts &
Entertainment

W

ith recreational marijuana shops
set to open within a few months,
perhaps some time should be taken to
explore what this means. Colorado and
Washington made history in Nov. 2012
with the approval of Amendment 64.
More recently, on Nov. 5, proposition
AA, which will implement taxation on
recreation marijuana, was passed.

What will the legalization change look
like?
Come Jan. 2014, Denver, which has opted
in on recreational sales, will begin the
opening and selling of weed for leisurely
use. There are some rules, however. For
the first nine months, a retail marijuana
business can only sell marijuana that
has been grown in a shared facility. A
recreational dispensary can only sell

30 percent of the marijuana produced
within their store, as well as an additional
30 percent to other dispensaries. AU
shops must use the Marijuana Inventory
Tracking System (MITS), which ensures
that the product comes from a designated
fa~ility. As far as
ed1ble goods are
conce_med, th~y must
contam a max1mum
oflOOrnilligramsof
THC. Products cannot
be consumed or
c.
smoked on premises.

to smoke in the front yard of a home. Just
like cigarette smoking, however, smoking
remains illegal in any public building.
Taxation? Where do those dollars go to?

"MariJ. uana Cheetos Proposition AA
'
imposes a 15 percent
and Goldfish all legal excise tax on the
wholesale price, along
in CO. Now we'll with a lOpercenttax
on the retail price.
have the $$ to regulate, The tax is expected
d d t , to bring $67 million
enlorce, an e uca e. annually. $27.5
million produced from

How can I get
marijuana?

-Gov. John Hicken looper via Twitterthe tax would go to
school construction.
The rest will go towards regulation of
In order to obtain marijuana, you must be
recreational shops. Opponents of the tax
over 21, and will be limited to an ounce
believe the hefty taxation can lead to more
for recreational use. Coloradoans can
black market activity, ultimately defeating
grow up to six plants, with only three
the purpose of legalizing weed.
blooming at a time. As ofNov. 12th,
Denver passed a law stating that it is legal

Chag Urim Sameach
Happy Festival of Lights

Photo: Kaitlyn Strut!
Shirley Gleyzer, Guest Writer

anukah at my house is very informal.
My family is not very religious, we
do not have a feast every night nor do we
go to temple every night to do the prayers.

In the Jewish faith whenever there is
a major holiday the man of the family
says the prayers and then at the closing
the youngest child in the family says
a concluding prayer. It symbolically
represents that the holiday will live on.
Since my family does not pray every night
we have a big family dinner instead. My
family does not believe in kosher laws,
but on this holiday we do keep kosher. We

Any more questions?
This is a topic relevant to this age
demographic, as well as the city of
Denver, one of the few to vote yes on
recreational use. It is important to be well
informed. The Denver Post has done an
excellent job of covering all the results
and future happenings of marijuana. It
most likely has a good answer to any
remaining questions.

Large Parties Are So Intimate

F

and each was given a specific number for
retrieval at the end of the night. Buses
were corning to and from the University
Club every 30 minutes or so.

Once students got to the University Club,
their jackets were taken and put on a rack,

The theme was "The Great Gats by." so
tickets had a similar font and heading to
the recent film, with a letter from Gatsby
to "Old Sport," asking about attending the
Snow Ball. The University Club was an
older, h1storic settmg, which fit perfectly
with the theme. There was a great amount
of attendance at the SnO\\ Ball, which
helps get more students involved in Regis
e\ents on and off campus.

riday, Nov. 22nd was the annual
Snow Ball, one of the highlighted
events for Snow Week. The ball was held
at the University Club. Before students
arrived at the Snow Ball, via buses
provided by the school, they attended
Snow d'oeuvres in Clarke Hall, which had
lots of appetizers and opportunities for
socializing. There was a beer garden, but
only for those 21 and older.

H

Denver Mayor Michael Hancock hopes to
make the smell of marijuana illegal. So,
even if you're lighting up in your yard,
if your neighbor can smell it, you can be
fined. The intent is to protect kids and
families, but this one may prove difficult
to execute.

The Great Gatsby Snow Ball
Kelly Fleming, Social Media Editor

Freshman Shirley G/eyzer shares her
family:~ holiday traditions.

The smell of marijuana can be illegal?

Hanukah, as a holiday, is when the
Maccabees' successfully rebelled against
Antiochus IV, then the Temple was
purified and a menorah burned for eight
days when it only had oil for one day.
Hanukah, like all other holidays in the
Jewish faith, follows the lunar calendar,
meaning that every year Hanukah
is during different dates of the year.
This year Hanukah overlaps with
Thanksgiving, unlike last year where it
overlapped with New Years.
My family sees Hanukah as a holiday
similar to Christmas-a cheerful time of
the year that gives us hope in knowing
that the oil burned for eight days and not
one and that a New Year is just around the
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Get To KnOw Your Highlander Staff

GinaNcwd inJ
Sophomore
Editor-In-Chief
Communication and English Major

NS: Having the opportunity to do a lot of
cool things, like going to concerts
H: If you had one super power what
would it be?
NS: Definitely invisibility
H: Favorite Food?
NS: Chipotle
H: One fact a person wouldn't normally
know about you?
NS: I was adopted
Amber Koncval
Senior
Online Editor
English & Religious Studies Major

Highlander: What's your favorite story/
event you have written/covered?
Gina Nardini: My first semester on the
staff, I researched campus ghost stories to
find out if they were all made up or if they
might be true.
If: What do you like best about the
Highlander?
GN: Press passes
II: Favorite Sports Team?
GN: All Blacks (New Zealand Rugby)
II: If you had one super power·what
would it be?
GN: Telekinesis- I'm only five feet tall.
so this power would be really nice when I
need something on the top shelf.
H: One fact a person wouldn't normally
know about you?
GN: My favorite band is Led Zeppelin.
Lauren Hundley
Junior
Publisher
Business Management Major

Karli Oenk
Freshman
Writer
Undecided .Major

Highlander: What's your favorite story/
event you have written/covered?
Amber Koneval: Advice to the freshman
H: Favorite Color?
AK: Purple
H: What do you like best about the
Highlander?
AK: The awesome pictures we get
H: If you had one super power what
would it be?
AK: Being able to write by projecting my
thoughts on a piece of paper.
H: Favorite Food?
AK: Deviled Eggs
H: One fact a person wouldn't normally
know about you?
AK: My boyfriend and I are learning to
speak Irish Gaelic together in our spare
time.
Kelly Fleming
Junior
Social Media/Advertising Manager, Writer
Communication Major

Highlander: What's your favorite story/
event you have written/covered?
Lauren Hundley: I loved writing the
weekly recaps on the Denver Broncos
11: What do you like best about the
Highlander?
LH: My wonderful staff, the awesome
issues we put out, and the friendships we
have formed within the staff.
H: Favorite Sports Team?
LII: Denver Broncos and Anaheim Ducks
H: If you had one super power what
would it be?
LH: To be able to literally do multiple
things at once; it would save me crazy
amounts of time.
II: Favorite Food?
LH: Artichokes
H: One fact a person wouldn't normally
know about you?
•
LH: I am naturally blonde
Nick Smith
Junior
Layout Editor
Business Management Major

Highlander: What's your favorite story/
event you have written'covered?
Kelly Flemmg: The 2012 Presidential
Debate at DU or the Avalanche game
H: What do you like best about the
Highlander?
KF: Getting to cover events and meet new
people.
H: Favorite Sports Team?
KF: Denver Broncos
II: If you had one super power what
would it be?
KF: Being s uper fast
H: Favorite Food?
KF: Brussels Sprout
II: One fact a person wouldn't normally
know about you?
KF: I love to wakeboard.

Highlander: What's your favorite story'
event you have written/covered?
Karli Denk: I loved covering Elitch
Gardens
H: Favorite Color?
KD: Army green
H: What do you like best about the
Highlander?
KD: I love the freedom I have as a writer
and as an employee.
H : Favorite Sports Team?
KD: Regis Girls' Golf team;)
H: Favorite Food?
KD: Pizza
H: One fact a person wouldn't normally
know about you?
KD: That I love food.

Highlander: What's your favorite story/
event you have written covered?
Elizabeth Gendill: The article on the
history of Halloween
H: What do you like best about the
I lighlander?
EG: I love the freedom I have as a writer
and as an employee.
H: Favorite Sports Team?
EG: Regis Girls' Golf team;)
II : If you had one super power what
would it be?
EG: I would love to fly.
II: Favorite Food?
EG: Chocolate cake
H: One fact a person wouldn't normally
knov. about you?
EG: My favorite music genre is Metalcore.
Kendra l)boroski
Junior
Section Editor: Arts and Entertainment
French and Marketmg Major

Highlander: What's your favorite story/
event you have written/covered?

.. \:

KT: Mint green
H : What do you lilce best about the
Highlander?
KT: The opportunities available, and the
ability to tell something important. The
staff is really fun; everyone has their own
views and quirks so it's always a great
time.
II: Favorite Sports Team?
KT: Uni.,erstty of Kentucky Men's
Basketball or Boston Red Sox
H: If you had one super power \\hat
would it be'!
KT: The ability to get twice as much done
in a day.
H. Favorite Food?
KT: Mac and Cheese
II: One fact a person wouldn't normally
know about you?
KT I own over sixty pairs of shoes.

Kaitlyn Strut!
Sophomore
Photographer
Communication MaJor

Elizabeth Gendill
Freshman
Writer/Photographer
Undecided Major

Shelby Wieman
Senior
Section Editor: ·ews
Communication Major

Highlander: What's your favorite story/
event you have written/covered?
NS: I got to photograph the Galactic
concert that was a lot of fun.
H: Favorite Color?
NS: Green
H: What do you like best about the
Highlander?

Shelby Wieman: The issue of Cracking in
Colorado
H: Favorite Color?
SW: Pink
H: Favorite Sports Team?
SW: Nebraska Cornhuskers
H: If you had one super power what
would it be?
SW: To teleport so I wouldn't have to
dnve everywhere.
H: Favorite Food?
SW: Pizza
•
H One fact a person wouldn't normally
know about you?
S\\ I'm an only child.

:

Highlander: What's your favorite story/
event you have written/covered?
Kendra Tyboroski: YSL Exhibit at the
Denver Art Museum
H: Favorite Color?

Highlander: What's your favorite story/
event you have written/covered?
Kaitlyn Strutt: Sporting events in general
H: Favorite Color?
KS: Purple
H: What do you like best about the
Highlander?
KS: Learning opportunities
H : Favorite Sports Team?
KS: Denver Broncos
H: If you had one super power what
would it be?
KS: Telepathy
H: Favorite Food?
KS: Peaches and almost any kind of
sweets

DenVer in December
Highlander: (,UJit) pleasure?
Michael Marino: Skipping leg day
H: Embarrnssmg habit"
M:\1: Abo sk1ppmg leg da)
H: Best part about hemg a tudent thlete
at Reg1s?
l\1'\1: Definnely the brotherhood and
fnendsh1ps you build wtth people that
always got your back, and tlte abihty to
become part of the legacv
1-1: Favontc athlete..,
MM: Arnold Scb\\arzenegger
H: Non-Sport related hobby?
M!\1: Cookmg
H: favontc color?
M:\1: Red

Jordan Seit7.

Photo: Karli Denk

Karli Denk, Staff Writer

T

he holiday season bas finally anived
and the city of Denver knows just
how to make the most of it. Nearly every
day the holidays are being celebrated
throughout Colorado, and Denver is home
to many classic events that everyone

I

~

should attend. One of my favorite events
for the family is the Candy Cane Festival
at Hammond's Candies on Washington
Street. Hammond's Candies opens their
factory every year to families from all
over the state to take free mini tours and
they have various activities set up for the
chjfdren. This year the festival will take
place on Dec. 13th from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. and the 14th from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and will have activity booths for cookie
decorating, games and photos with Santa.
ln addition, carolers, giveaways, hot
cocoa and horse drawn c-arri:u>e.<: wilLhP

in central Denver. In this modem display
of lights you will see trees and bushes
lighting up the sky as well as beautiful
ice sculptures containing delicate flowers
frozen in time. While you're there don ' t
forget to check out the holiday market
located in the lobby. The market contains
a myriad of tree decorations and many
gifts for your loved
ones. The Botanjc
Gardens now bas a
second site located
on West Deer Creek
Canyon Road in
Chatfield; it is
called The Trail of
Lights. The Trail
of Lights is much
larger than the
Blossoms of Light
in Denver and is
equally, if not more,
breathtaking. This
venue feels like you
are transported back in time to a ranch.
The large loop takes you through this old
style farm that includes multiple barns and
an old farm house that you can visit for
cookies, hot cocoa and a tour. These light
displays are open nightly until Jan. lst
from 5:30 to 9:30p.m.
If the Botanic Gardens' lights aren't
enough you can always visit the Denver
Zoo for its Christmas lights. Although
the live arumaIs aren' t out to say hello,
many brightly colored animated ones will
hP nut t n.... n1.Qv Th.o 7,.....,.._ T ;,.h+_,..

-&::e----

landscapes and you might even see
some wildlife! This lake provides a large
amount of room for you to skate on and
you can even go ice fishing. And if the
mountains are too cold you can go into the
cabin on the side of the lake for some hot
cocoa.
Finally, if you're not up for adventuring
into the cold air, Denver puts on
phenomenal Christmas shows. The
two most popular are The Nutcracker
Ballet and Christmas with the Children's
Chorale. The show times for The
Nutcracker vary because it plays in
numerous venues but is primarily
exhibited at the Ellie Caulkins Opera
House. The Nutcracker Ballet is
a Christmas must; it is a beautiful
interpretation of the classic holiday
story. The Christmas with the Children's
Chorale is also a classic show. The
Cruldren 's Chorale is a concert where
local talented children sing timeless
Christmas carols. This concert takes place
in the Boettcher Concert Hall and tickets
can be found online.
Hopefully these holiday events will get
you in the Christmas spirit and give you
ideas for holiday entertainment.

Photo:Karli Denk

Highlander: Wh..1t 1 ) our fn ontc band"
Jordan Seitz: \1atchbox 20
H: (,utlty Pleasure
JS: Salt and Vmegar Chip!'. and Sour
GummyWom1s
H: Embarrassmg hab1t >
JS: I.cry eveJ) tlme I laugh.
II: Fa~ontc athlete?

JS: Meadowlark Lemon
H: Non-Sport related hobb)'!

JS: H1l...ing
H: One fact people v.ouldn't nonnally
knov. about you?

JS: I'm obsessed v.1th football and llo\-e
to nde 4-wheelers
Jaclyn (Jac) Williamson
\olleyball

Sexual Assault Awareness
All Photos: Kaitlyn Strutt

A sexual assault awareness and selfdefense class v.as hosted by Regis
Univer::;ity with The Blue Bench on Nov.
9th, 2013. There are hopes to host another
during the spring seme:.tcr.
For more infonnation contact Mary Stall,
Sexual h.ssault Prevention Coordinator
and Stall Psychologist, at (303)458-4228.
mstallra regis.edu

Highlander:\\' hat 1::;} our favorite band?
Kate Pellegnno: Paramore
H: Gmlty plea:sure?
KP: Despcrutc House\\Jves. I lllli!.ht
wah.:h all eight :season~ again on Netfl~x.
H: F.mbarrao;smg habit>
KP: Biting Ill)' na1ls.
H: Best part about bemg a student athlete
at Regis'?
KP: Tra' ehng. I get to go out ofthe state.
II: Non-sport related hobb}?
KP: ( ookmg and then ~atmg
1-1: Favonte col<lr?
KP: Blue
H: What's one fact about you that people
v.ouldn't normally know.,
KP: 1 can touch my tongue to my nose.
Ashley Karl
Wom-.n'o; (,olf

FIVE FACTS ABOUT SEXUAL ASSAULT!

I. About 85% of assaults are between
people that are previously acquainted.
2. Verbal defense or strong appearance is
usually effective in warding off assault
(Denver Health 1999).
3. Sexual assault is defined differently for
everyone.
Highlander: (,uilty pleasure?
Ash!e) Karl: Online shopping a.k a.
spendmg monC) J don't ha\e.
H: Embarrassing habit?
AK: I'm fashionably late to everything.
H: Favorite athlete?
AK: Yadier Molina (Yadi the Hottie)
H: \!on-Sport related hobby?
AK: Slcepmg
H: Favorite color?
AK: Pcnwinkh:
H: What' one fact about you that people
v.ouldn't nonnally kno\\?
AK: I eat like a man.
\latt Robertson
Men's (,o)f

Highlander: What 1s your favonte band? ·
Matt Robertson. One Republic bas
some sohd tunes.
H: Gu1lty pleasure?
MR: vooghng myself
H: Best part about beJDg a student athl~
at Regt 1
MR: Fer da bu1s #ferda
H: Favonte athlete?
MR: Keegan Bradloy

H: Non--Sport rellatedfbob~
MR.~'"fil1h·m~.~~L-·

4. Sexual assault can happen to anyone,
men and women alike.
5. The victim of assault is never at fault

'
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COLORADO FLOOD CLEANUP

J,.

I

I

t's been two months since the end
of the precipitation that caused the
Colorado flooding, and victims are still
cleaning up the damage. The months
since the flooding have proven to be
difficult ones, but in the time that has
passed, a lot of progress has been made.
Of all the flood-damaged highways,
only two still remain closed; Colorado
7 is closed from Lyons to Raymond,
and US 34 is closed from Loveland to
Estes Park. This is hopeful news, but it is
important to remember that while roads
and highways are reopening and being
repaired at a fair pace, fixing the damage
done to homes and businesses will be a
much slower process. Originally there
were around 17,400 homes damaged and
around 1500 destroyed. It is estimated
that there are still some 140 families
living in temporary housing as a result of
the flooding, and while that is a drastic

drop from the original numbers of over
1800 people staying in shelters, it is clear
that the flooding victims still need help.
There are several local radio stations,
news outlets and charities who continue
to accept donations to benefit the flood
victims and there are other ways to help
that don't involve donating money.
Several groups from Regis have already
stepped up to help out with the cleanup
efforts including the women's softball
team, the women's lacrosse team and a
group who worked with the non-profit
organization Samaritan's Purse. It truly is
a great thing to see Regis students giving
back to the community; service is closely
linked with the Jesuit education offered
at Regis.
We can't undo the damage caused by
the floods, but together we can make the
cleanup a little bit easier and help make
a difference in the lives of the people
affected by the floods.

'Tis the Season ...
to be a Responsible Giver
Amber Koneval, Online Editor
t's the holidays-sleigh bells are
ringing, snow is faJling, chestnuts are
roasting, volunteers in Santa suits are
ringing bells by signature red cans in the
entrances to grocery stores and shopping
malls everywhere. It's easy enough to
drop a dollar in the cans and feel a surge
of peace on earth and goodwill towards
men-but do you really know where your
dollar is going?

I

Recently the Salvation Army has come
under fire for their alleged practices
of discriminating against the LGBT
community through using portions of

donation money to lobby against proLGBT legislation. In previous years,
such scandals as the uncovering of the
organization lnvisible Children using
donation money to fund guerilla armies
and refusing to be transparent with where
their money is spent made people question
the honesty of charitable organizations.
High overheads claimed by the CEOs of
Goodwill have convinced some people
that all charitable organizations are, in
the end, all for profit. Typical questions
range from: how much of my money is
really going to help those in need? Does
this organization support causes that I
myself do not wish to support financially
with donated money? How much of this

money is used for 'operation costs,' or to
fund counter-productive measures that are
detrimental in the long run for the served
demographic?
The answer is not to give up on
charitable giving, but to conduct your
charitable giving this holiday season
with a sense of responsibility. There are
several ways to check the rating of the
charity of your choice. Websites such as
CharityNavigator.org and CharityWatch.
org allow you to search the name of a
charity and see how strong the charity is
fiscally, how accountable and transparent
the charity is, breakdowns of the charity's
spending, and even see comments from

other givers (and receivers!) about their
experiences with the charity. Do a check
with the charity's standing with the Better
Business Bureau. Do a quick Google
search of the charity's name and see what
kinds of news articles pop up.
With today's technology and Internet
connectivity, doing your research on
the charity of your choice is easier than
ever. This gives us charitable givers the
opportunity to make sure our charitable
giving is doing the most good, and serving
the most people. It also allows givers to
be more selective in their giving, ensuring
a conscious-clear way, a more inclusive
way, to spread joy this holiday season.

,.

C r it IC ' s Corner
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Local Eats
Karli Denk, Staff Writer

((Ender's Game"
Elizabeth Gendi/1, Staff Writer

Pans• Italian Market and Deh

440 l Tennyson St.
Denver, ( 0 80212
(303) 561-0234

I

fyou're looking for a casual setting
wtth great food. Pansi IS a perfect
fit! Paris1 IS wtthin walking distance
from the Regis campus, located right
on Tennyson Street. Pans1 is open from
11 a m. to 9 p.m. Monday through
Thursday and from 11 a.m. to lO a.m.
on Fnday and Saturday.
The restaurant IS very welcoming and
quaint and IS styled like a deli. When I
first arrived I was shocked at how qu1et
It was. This was a \'ery uruque quality.
f W&S also thoroughly impressed With
how fast our food was made; it was
out w1thm fifteen minutes of ordering.
I had the Margherita p1zza and 11 was
the perfect size and the perfect p1zza.
We also had the lasagna, which was
extremely dehc10us and was displa~ ed
bcautJfully. Parisi offers traditional
ltal1an d1shes at affordable pnces that
range from soups to panims to pasta.

In the apparent threat of an alien race
(called the Formics) the inhabitants of
Earth live in fear. Should it come to war,
Earth could potentially be destroyed. Yet
in the midst of this chaos, a young shy
boy, Ender Wiggin, is believed to be their
only salvation. He is packed off to battle
school to be trained as a leader and a
killer. Should he be deemed fit to lead, he
will be all that stands between Earth and
the Formics.

H

aving never read "Ender's Game"
by Orson Scott Card, I did not know
what to expect when walking into the
theater. My previous knowledge only
consisted of knowing that it was originally
a book and that it had something to do
with aliens. My expectations were not

Ender is played by Asa Butterfield, the 16
year old actor also know for portraying the
main character in the 20 II Oscar wining
movie "Hugo," and for acting in the BBC
series "Merlin." As Ender Wiggin, he is
amazing. Butterfield is able to bring such
emotion and depth to the character that
the audience becomes completely invested
in what happens to him. He plays a boy,
hardly more than a child, being forced into
battle. Emotions run high and Butterfield
is really good at getting those emotions
across to the audience.

Some other notable names in this film
include Harrison Ford (Colonel Graft)
known for his roles in "Indiana Jones" and
as Han Solo in "Star Wars," and Hailee
Steinfeld (Petra Arkanian) known for her
role as Mattie Ross in 2010's "True Grit."
They too were brilliant in this film.
Most of the negative criticism surrounding
this movie comes from the claim that it
was a poor adaptation of the book-it was
too slow, it left out too much of the book,
it did not have enough action and it had
too much explaining. Having never read
the book I cannot give an opinion on this.
However, these criticisms do not seem to
be any different from those of any book
adaptation. As a rule, the book is always
better than the movie.
Overall, this movie wasn't perfect; it
was a bit hard for me to keep up with
what was happening, even with all of
the explanations. But overall, I really
did enjoy it. And I will say this-after
watching the film adaptation of"Ender's
Game," I have finally been convinced of
my need to read the book. I felt that it was
that good.

((Kill Your Darlings"
Gina Nordini, Editor-in-Chief

D

aniel Radcliffe-famous for his
role as "The Boy Who Lived,"
"The Chosen One," the ever-popular
protagonist of the Harry Potter serieshas
himself more than capable

of playing characters outside of angsty
teenage wizards. In "Kill Your Darlings,"
he moves even further from his adolescent
role and takes on the persona of Allen
Ginsberg. Ginsberg is well known today
for his poetry and contributions to the
Beat generation. But who was Ginsberg
prior to becoming one of the Beat poets?
"Kill Your Darlings" chronicles Allen's
entry into Columbia University-where
he meets friends like Lucien Carr (Dane
DeHaan), William S. Burroughs (Ben
Foster), and Jack Kerouac (Jack Huston).
While initially committed to his studies,
Allen is soon drawn into the seductive
world of jazz music, late nights and
drugs, thanks to Lucien. The new friends,
along with Lucien's acquaintance David
Kammerer (Michael C. Hall), begin a mad
quest to revolutionize the literary world.
As the friends delve deeper into their
revolution. the chaos of the time emerges.
Allen's family life comes back to haunt
him, his own feelings for Lucien confuse
him, and his life begms to spin out of
control. Meanwhile Lucien's "friend"
Da' id takes on a more threatening role.

In addition to the wonderful Italian
food. Paris1 Is home to a gelato
stand; th1s is a perfect treat after any
ltahan meal In addition to the gelato
stand, they ha\c a wonderful market
contatning all sorts ofltalian l:OOktes
and candte-;.
r

high, but I ended up really enjoying the
film.

o, eralt, I recommend this restaurant to
any Jtahau food O\Cr.And don't for et
to up the wa tcrs. many of them are
tudcnt at Rcg•s'

Lucien's growing discomfort with David's
presence leads to a decision that will leave
all of the men with important choices to
make.
Director John Krokidas manages to
capture the complex relationships between
Allen and his Columbia companions
and highlights the singular moments
that Ginsberg later captured in poetry.
High energy shots of prank playing and
typewriter typing are complemented by
slowed scenes of drug-induced confusion.
And while "Kill Your Darlings" could
be considered a crime drama, the film
never loses the rich qualities of an
early biography of Ginsberg as well
as a film representation of the Beat
generation influences. The film is visually
stunning, and the actors give outstanding
performances across the board.
"Ktll Your Darlings" is now playing
limtted showings at The Mayan Theater
I 110 Broadway, Denver CO 80203).

"Dallas Buyers Club"
Kendra Tyboroski, Section Editor: Arts &
Entertainment

drugs necessary to prolong life for $400 a
month.

M

Most of the drugs sold are vitamins and
nutrients, intended to keep the immune
system strong. Woodroof, a man with
many flaws and addictions, fights for
his life and the lives of others with
HIV, along the way gaining compassion
and an understanding of the suffering
associated with AIDS- particularly for
the homosexual community. The film
explores just how far someone will go to
prolong life, as well as just how difficult
this can be within the United States,
where drugs take years. even decades
to regulate--even if they are approved
in innumerous countries. Are these
preventive measures a good thmg? Do
they result in top notch treatment? Or IS
there another method? While AZT patients
suffered extreme Withdrawals without the
drug, those living healthy lifestyles on
primarily natural curatives lived longer
than expected. Woodroof's life and fight

atthew McConaughey plays a
new rule in "Dallas Buyers Club."
Looking for the sexy, shirtless heartthrob?
Not so much. McConaughey plays Ron
Woodroof. an electrician. rodeo bull nder.
pure Texan diagnosed with HIV during
the 1980s and gtven no more than 30 days
to live. The only drug available at the
time to treat HIV was AZT. AZT was in
its trial period. however. So there was no
guarantee of receiving AZT and not the
placebo. This leads Woodroof to search
for AZT wherever it may be. Ultimately,
however, Woodroof learns that the HIV
virus will never leave the body, as AZT
attempts to do. Woodroof then begins a
cocktail of other drugs intended to merely
prolong his life. He begins to smuggle
non-FDA approved drugs into the Unitea
States, and forms the Dallas Buyers
Club: a membership-only club where
those with HIV and AIDS can buy all the

raise the question ofjust how important
life is, and just how much some FDA
drugs are not the best option.
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in the Highlander. Please include
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Questions, comments, and story
ideas can be sent to highlander@
regis.edu. The Highlander is a
student-run publication and we
are always happy to consider
student, staff and faculty
contributions. The Highlander
is Regis University's student
run newspaper. The views and
opinions presented in this paper
do not represent the views of
Regis University.
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